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File notes of meeting with Scott Dwyer and Cameron Prins. Moorabin Sexual Offence unit.
2pm 30/3/2011 NB office.
Aware of a number of former students seeking counselling because of abuse-the problem is in
identifying them and talking to them. They are going to prosecute and charge David and have some
statements and a lot of second hand information but would like more details.
If they sign to a statement the victims need to testify. Still helpful if victims come in for a talk even if
they won't make a statement. They may have direct information or be witnesses.
Also they have centres that deal with sexual assault and can refer the victims there, even if they
don't want to testify.
Extradition takes about 6 months to get through A/G
Wants to have brief ready for A/G by October. People can still comment after that until april/may
2012. David is up for parole April 2012 so that is the date that they want to be ready for.
Media won't come from police but extradition will become public knowledge and public hearings
will attract journalists.
NB explained that the school wants to fully cooperate with the police. Police will write to us
requesting parent/staff contact details from the time of the alleged offence.
Discussed the strong potential of AJN being contacted by one of our parents following a mass mail
out by police seeking out victims. Police said this could harm their case and they would like to avoid
media exposure until they have extradition finalised. They requested that they accompany me to the
editor of the AJN to ask him to sit on the story until they have the extradition finalised, otherwise
the case may be compromised.
They will send me through the request for student/staff details early next week.
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